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Creating Visual Paths 

©Dianne Mize, 2015 

 

A very important thing we do while creating paintings is to guide the viewer’s eye.  No matter what 

subject we’re working with or whether we intend to, we are telling the observer where to look.  Not unlike a 

composer who guides what we hear with a melody, rhythm, and chord changes, a visual artist uses the 

various visual elements to escort the observer into and within an art work. 

We call these navigations visual paths.  There are several traditional paths used by artists for centuries, 

but within these there are minor paths created by the way we handle brushstrokes, contrasts and variations 

within the overall context of a major path.  The major paths create an overall pattern of visual movement.  The 

minor paths create variations within a major path.  You could think of these like a trail through the woods 

with little side paths that circle back into the trail.   

My video Series 2 is called Creating Visual Paths.  The first two-part lesson introduces the concept of 

using intensity as a minor path.  The lessons following will each show a major path, then will explore ways of 

creating minor paths within it.  For example, using a river scene to work from,  the second two-part lesson 

establishes an L path, then explores how temperature variations enhance the journey within the path.   

This supplement to Series 2 is designed to give you a little primer so that the Creating Visual Paths video 

tutorials will be more meaningful. 

We create these paths with the placement or repetition of images, with the colors we select, and with 

value and color contrasts or the directions of strong linear elements.  Often these paths are found in the 

subject matter, ready for us to use or even exploit—and if not, we create them.  

The Triangle Path:  A classic path where there are three points of emphasis within the painting, 

creating a triangular movement.   

The S path:  A visual movement that forms an S, reversed S or a Z. 

The C path:  A pattern of movement seen in a number of positions—as a C or its reverse, curved at 

the bottom like a U, or curved from the top like an upside-down U or arch.  

The L path:  Straight-line movements joined such that one forms a right angle from the other, a 

pattern that can be rotated into any position. 

The O or Spiral Path:  A circular or spiraling movement either clockwise or counter-clockwise.  

The Converging Path: Major lines converge toward a single area in the painting.   

The Gradation Path:  The eye is guided by an overall light to dark or dark to light gradation, in any 

direction.   
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In the following pages, I show seven of my paintings alongside a diagram superimposed over the 

painting to show which traditional visual path I used in that particular painting.  Underneath is a brief 

description of the path used. 

Double Dare  Watercolor on Paper 

The arrangement of the images creates the path. 

 

The Road Back  Watercolor on Paper 

The direction of the road begins the path, the 

dark/light contrast of the woods continues it. 
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A Place to Sing  Oil on Canvas 

The major path is created by value contrast and 

directional movement of the trees. 

 

 

 

10 A.M.     Oil on Canvas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The L or Reversed L Path 

Path created by directional movement of shapes and 

color/value contrast. 
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Like White Butterflies   Oil on Canvas 

Path created by arrangement of images and their 

light/dark contrast. 

 

York Falls, Autumn Begins  Oil on Canvas 

        Path created by light/dark at image edges. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chestatee in a Hurry  Oil on Canvas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Path created by value gradation 


